
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Like _______ other stories, it would be very good if it was only true.1. many

I greatly delighted in him, for I never saw any one who had so _______
enjoyment of his own importance.
2. much

There are _______ curious facts connected with this phenomenon.3. many

With _______ labour, on go the belts again.4. much

Bettina spent _______ time by the sick officer.5. much

She had so _______ children she didn't know what to do.6. many

I have been a prisoner among Indians for _______ years.7. many

Let them buy of us as _______ wheat as will make a hundred weight of
flour.
8. much

She eats once a day-a good large meal-and requires _______ salt.9. much

We have not noticed _______ evidence of it yet in England, but it is
beginning to stir a good deal in France and Italy.
10. much

Were I a poet like you, I would show you a hundred similar pictures, in
which you would not find _______ beauty.
11.

much

The title took some time and occupied _______ letters.12. many

I have the honor to be, with _______ respect, &c.13. much

He had with him _______ books, but rarely employed them.14. many

The snow did not fall till December 20, and there was _______ rain.15. much

He spoke kindly enough, but there was so _______ anger under his
contempt that I thought it was wise to change the conversation.
16. much

Not a word passed between them during _______ minutes.17. many
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_______ persons were passing along the sidewalks.18. Many

The talk was all about the breeding, points, and prices of horses, and he
listened to it vaguely at first, wondering how it was possible to retain so
_______ knowledge in a head.

19.

much

They had as _______ money as they wanted, wore grand clothes, and
made their way into the world.
20. much
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